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Dems toe Bloomberg transit line
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They all love bike lanes, just not all bike
lanes. They want to bring back the
commuter tax, but begrudgingly admit that
doing so is unrealistic. They want to
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to pay for it. And none of them are too
impressed with the so-called "Taxi of
Tomorrow."
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Traffic congestion has long been a
core NYC transit issue.
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Four of the six Democrats running for mayor bandied about a number of
transportation issues Wednesday at a forum sponsored by the University
Transportation Research Center at Baruch College. But aside from the
obvious gibes at Mayor Michael Bloomberg's transportation policies, the
candidates did not stray far from the mayor's core vision for the city's
streets.
"You're always going to hear extremist views from the fringe on any issue
but the general agreement among serious mayoral candidates on
transportation makes it clear that the mainstream is firmly behind modern
transportation policies like pedestrian plazas and bike lanes," said Michael
Murphy, a spokesman for Transportation Alternatives, after the forum.
The candidates—city Comptroller John Liu, former city Comptroller Bill
Thompson, former Councilman Sal Albanese and former Congressman
Anthony Weiner—all vowed to expand bus service, listen to community
concerns before creating more bike lanes and shine more light on the
decisions of the Taxi and Limousine Commission. (Neither Council Speaker
Christine Quinn nor Public Advocate Bill de Blasio attended.)
There was some sniping among the candidates—Messrs. Thompson and
Albanese over the commuter tax and Messrs. Thompson and Weiner over
Mr. Thompson's job at the Battery Park City Authority—and between the
panel of transportation experts and the candidates.
In prefacing his question, Transportation Alternatives Executive Director
Paul Steely White noted that bike lanes and bike share are popular among
New Yorkers, and currently out-poll any of the mayoral candidates. To
which Mr. Weiner responded, "I actually have some polling here that says
the proposal to give rocket-packs to every citizen has 90% support."
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"Part of it is a governing ethos that has a respect for the idea that when
you're doing structural things…that the conversation hasn't been much of
a conversation, it's been just dripping with condescension," he said.
He also referred to his past comment about ripping out bike lanes, which
appeared in a New York Times story , as a "clever joke" that he has
since walked back. "I consider myself a pro-bike Democrat," Mr. Weiner
added.
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Mr. Liu, who chaired the transportation committee in the City Council, took
issue with some outerborough bike lanes that appeared underused. And
Mr. Thompson said that the Department of Transportation has gotten
better about listening to community concerns. He also vowed to expand
the bike share program if elected.
On taxis, the candidates sought to distance themselves from Mr.
Bloomberg's efforts to transform the industry. Mr. Thompson gave a
rambling answer to a question posed by Ira Goldstein, executive director of
the Black Car Fund, that could be summarized as "I will listen better to the
industry."
Both Messrs. Liu and Weiner slammed the TLC for operating largely in the
shadows (although many of the commission's votes are open to the public
and reported on frequently in the daily press). Mr. Liu referred to the
Bloomberg administration's stalled "Taxi of Tomorrow" project as "the Taxi
of Yesteryear." And Mr. Weiner tried one-upping that by slamming the
project as "anti-free market."
(The TLC plans on voting Thursday to tweak the rules with regard to the
Taxi of Tomorrow, in the hopes of satisfying the concerns of a state judge
who blocked the project in May.)
The candidates were critical of Mr. Bloomberg's handling of last year's
school bus strike, and called for further discussions around how to make
bus routes more efficient and less costly. Mr. Thompson said he favored
bringing back the commuter tax to help pay for transportation
infrastructure needs, but acknowledged "we're never going to get that
back."
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Still, the idea prompted a mocking response from Mr. Albanese: "That's
pie-in-the-sky; that's never going to happen."
Mr. Weiner pushed for city-control of the Metropolitan Transportation
Authority—another "pie-in-the-sky" idea that will likely never happen. "We
need to get control of the MTA," Mr. Weiner said. "I don't know what a
representative from Buffalo has to do with who's getting off the G."
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